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Editorial

The singularity of Coincidence

Editor-In-Chief • ha su-min
hsm_herald@pukyong.ac.kr 
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ow much can we predict our future? And how much can we plan our future? According to the U.N. Future

Report 2045: No more predictable future, futurologists say that the time will come when we cannot predict

the future anymore because the pace of development of technology will become so fast that previous

generations will not be able to comprehend new-age technology. They call that time ‘Singularity’. In other

words, when you follow coincidences that you could not predict, results that appear in the future are called singularity.

If I think about the Pukyong Herald that I have worked at for two years, it seems like a coincidence. I saw a poster of

the Pukyong Herald by chance and I met reporters by chance that are now all my good friends. Also, I ended up taking on

the role of Editor-in-Chief by chance and this has been an unforgettable and priceless experience to date. All coincidences

big and small I experienced while working as an editor here at the Pukyong Herald were important and became my

singularity.

We often feel happy or sad or exhausted when accidental experiences and conditions happen. Also, we sometimes forget

this by just regarding everything as a coincidence. However, if all of those coincidences are the part of the process that

makes your life much more magnificent, how would you live your life? Of course, coincidences that you are now

experiencing could not teach you anything, especially if you are not satisfied with them. However, if we adopt a sensitive

attitude for the future just as Newton did when he discovered gravity by coincidence when the apple dropped from the tree,

those coincidences are not just coincidences. All of coincidences are things that have affected the person's life. So, just do

not accuse yourself and blame others when bad things happen, even if the effort you made to be successful ends in nothing

but failure. Sometimes, just simple coincidences could be the chance you are looking for to change your life and your

singularity. Also, this writing might also inspire you to change. I hope the Pukyong Herald magazine as well as this editorial

that you read, by chance, will become your singularity. 

H
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tart-up café which is supported by Busan Metropolitan City and

Busan Economic Promotion Agency opened on June 28, 2016.

It is nearby PKNU ‘Narae Gwan’ and it is the second start-up café

following the first start-up café located at ‘Song Sang-hyeon square’.

The second start-up cafe is commission managed by a speech plan

enterprise ‘micimpact’. The enterprise had administered the start-up café

in Seoul, so they can provide more professional and systemic programs

than the first start-up café did. The programs are composed of ‘Up-road’,

‘Up-Grade’, and ‘Up-Date’. Up-road is a founder promoting program.

They hold camp for four weeks to educate high school students in Busan

who have interests in start-up. Up-Grade is improving the ability of the

founder program. They host start-up ‘talk shows’ periodically and invite

speakers that people cannot meet easily in the province. By taking part

in these talk shows, initial founders can gain inspiration for their ideas.

Up-Date is another founder meeting program. The founders who are

joining the program do not just meet colleague founders but they spend

one night together talking about start-up or holding a start-up quiz show.

In this way, they meet more than once a month, with other founders,

like a party. Finally, they want to achieve a Busan start-up ecosystem

‘Up-town’ through these programs. Also, they expect a vitalization of

start-ups opening in PKNU. 

Choi So-hee (Kyungsung Universty, School of Global Cultural

Studies, 16) who used start-up café said, “The location of the café is easy

to approach and the talk show's speakers were so excellent because the

speech enterprise is

managing the café.

Most of all, what I

liked was there are

many programs in

that people can

participate, whether

they are preparing a

start-up or not.”

appy Dormitory, which started construction in October 2015, will

be opened in February 2017 to improve the residential

environment and to reduce housing expenses by the Korea Foundation

for the Promotion of Private Schools. It will be the fourth dormitory in

PKNU.

Happy Dormitory is a dormitory that the government builds on the

common land with public funds for university students. It is the first time

to build a Happy Dormitory in the province after building the first Happy

Dormitory in Seoul in August 2014. The National Housing Fund and

Promotion of Private School Fund put 41.68 billion won to build the

dormitory. The Dormitory is 16 floors tall and can accommodate 1,528

people: approximately 1,000 for PKNU students and 500 for Kyungsung

University, Dong-Eui University, Tongmyong University, the Catholic

University of Pusan, Busan University of Foreign Studies and other

university students in Busan.

If the dormitory opens, housing expenses will be reduced. The

monthly fee is about 210,000won, which is half the price, compared to

nearby studios. Furthermore, security for the students is enhanced by

separating the entrances for male and female and making a central system

that can manage entering and leaving to prevent accidents. However, there

is a drawback. Once a student moves into the dormitory, the student might

not move out for a long time because of the cheap housing expenses.

Kim Min-jae(Division of Business Administration, 12) said “I am

living in Sejong Gwan now. However, if I have a chance to live in Happy

Dormitory, I will, of

course, choose to live in

there. Better facilities and

cheaper rental are the

things that caught my

fancy. Additionally, if

there will be a program

that we can communicate

with students of other

universities, it would be a

good chance to make

more friends.”

News Reporter• sin Ki-joo • skj_herald@pukyong.ac.kr 

International Reporter • Park Gang-hyun • pgh_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

S

CommunicationSpaceofYouth:Start-upCafé

happyDormitory:happyResidentialEnvironmenttoStudents

H

▲Air View of Happy Dormitory
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▲Start-up Cafe Located Infront of PKNU Narae Gwan



he Marine Fish Resource Bank of Korea (MFRBK) published ‘Our

Ocean Our Fish’ on August 9, 2016. It is a book about sea fish. Kim

Jin-goo, a professor of the Department of Marine Biology and at the same

time the chief of MFRBK and his research team had gathered 606 species of

sea fish to publish the book.

In the introduction of the book, there are interesting explanations about

the seas around Korea. There is information about fish adaptation in

accordance with evolution, categorization, spawn, age and environment

characteristics. Also, there is information about mud flats, fish around Dokdo

and the warm current in Jeju Island and so on. After the introduction, it

explains about fish in earnest: pictures of fish, where they were captured and

the serial number of the sample. This book will be helpful for securing

sovereignty of living resources, developing new materials, capitalizing and

industrializing fish resources. Furthermore, it can be used as a research data

about the migration of Korean fish according to rising ocean temperatures.

‘Our Ocean Our Fish’ is significant because it includes about 75 percent

of known Korean sea fish and it is the first time to make a distribution map

in all the Korean seas. Other fish guides indicated places simply: the southern

sea, the western sea, and Japan. However, in this book, places are indicated

in detail. The samples of fish are kept in the liquid, frozen or in DNA samples.

Anyone can borrow if they request. In the website (http//cms.pknu.ac.kr/

mfrbk), you can check who, where and when the samples were captured and

which kind of sample is available.

Professor Kim Jin-goo said,

“When we were gathering the

samples, seasickness and being

stuck on an island because of bad

weather were the most strenuous

things. When we were stuck on an

island, we could not keep the

samples fresh. I want ordinary

people to read this book too. They

can enjoy entertaining fish

stories.”

Start-upClub‘id-h’AwardedgrandPrize

ong Gyeong-ho (Department of Manufacturing Design, 13), Cheon

Han-sol (Department of Business Administration, 14), Kim Ji-min

(Department of Manufacturing Design, 15), Choe Jae-yeob (Biomedical

Engineering, 12) who are members of the PKNU start-up club ‘id-h’

which helps with ideas, designs and support was awarded the grand prize

in ‘The 1st Union University Hack-A-thon competition’ held in Yeungnam

University College.

Students looked at themselves and focused on oral hygiene, so they

invented a machine that takes care of plaque and dental health for two

months. By meeting many people, sharing many thoughts and broadening

their visions, they turned their idea into a real product.

Until they got this award, students had many troubles including

financial problems, but the biggest problem was a limited location. Even

though they needed a place to put the machine and study, students did not

get any support. Students said that as PKNU is designated as a start-up

hub, it should support start-up clubs.

After being awarded the grand prize, they said to their fellow students

that if you have a future plan, passion and conviction in your ideas, you

should start them. As the club is an activity managed by college students,

beginning can be a great achievement and will be a basis for the challenge

of the future if you face up to it with passion and spirit.

Presently ‘id-h’ is looking for some talented people in order to prepare

to establish a company. Song Gyeong-ho who is the president of the club

said “id-h was started with a purpose of designing for people, lets students

realize their potential and encourages them to start something”.

S

Campus News

T

Culture Reporter • Jeong Gi-hong• jgh_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

International Reporter • Park Gang-hyun • pgh_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

handmadeFishBook

▲Professor Kim Jin-goo and the Book
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▲Members of Club ‘id-h’ Rewarding 1st Prize in Hack-A-thon Competition 
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t 2 a.m. on June 12, 2016, gun shots rang

out from a club in Orlando, Florida and the

dawn of the day was forever smeared in blood. The

Orlando shooting claimed 100 lives and is the

biggest gun massacre in the United States of

America after the September 11 twin towers attack.

The Orlando massacre happened in a nightclub

called ‘Pulse’ which is a gay club well known in

the LGBT community. Many people thought this

was a hate crime, with the perpetrator choosing this

particular club because he wanted to target the

LGBT community. Besides the Orlando attack,

many other clubs for the LGBT community have

been targeted and subjected to attacks and it seems

like discrimination towards this community is still

going on in certain parts of the world. 
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LGBT: What is it?

LGBT is an initialism that stands for Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual and Transgender. This is the word that these types

of people made officially recognized to affirm their identity

and help create a movement to educate people around the

world. According to anthropological reports collected from

around the world, feelings of love towards the same sex has

been present since the beginning of mankind. In case of

sexual relations between women, it exists in rich Muslim

women of Kenya and the female cousins of native societies

in Australia. Also, there was something known as a ‘Boston

LGBT RiGhTs

▲Rainbow color flag that is the symbol of  LGBT’s sexual diversity.

Editor-In-Chief • ha su-min • hsm_herald@pukyong.ac.kr 
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Cover story

marriage’, which was a marriage between two unmarried

women, that was popular in Boston during the 19th century.

Furthermore, in many regions of East Africa, marriage

between women is socially accepted. Women who are rich

and acquire high social status are allowed to marry other

women, and this continues to this day in East Africa. 

Sexual relations between men also have appeared

frequently throughout history. In Ancient Greece and Rome,

relationships between senior males and young males were

common. In another example, the ‘Sambia’ tribe in New

Guinea accepted these kinds of relationships between senior

males and younger males as part of the process of becoming

an adult. China also has a long history of sexual

relations between men called ‘Luan Feng’. In

Korea, Same-sex relationships have been

mentioned in several works of literature such as

The Heritage of the Three States (Samguk Yusa),

The History of Goryo (Goryosa), and The Annals

of the Joseon Dynasty. Terms like ‘Sudongmu’,

‘Matttongmu’ was used to describe gay men.

Same-sex relationships have appeared in various

contexts, and these works of literature helped to

educate people about all kinds of love in the

world. 

LGBT RiGhTs



Statement from the American Psychiatric Association

Homosexuality does not cause defects in a person’s judgment,

stability, reliability and occupational abilities. Therefore, the American

Psychiatric Association adopts the resolution that deplores all public and

private discrimination towards homosexuals in employment, housing,

public places, certificates and so on and declares that burdens to prove

their judgment, ability and reliability should not be placed on LGBT more

than any other people.

8
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Roots of LGBT discrimination

Unfortunately, the topic of sexuality is hotly debated in certain countries. While many countries have worked hard to improve

LGBT rights, the question remains. Why do some people still discriminate against the LGBT community? 

When someone does not respect nor accept an LGBT person, this is called ‘Homophobia’. This word was first coined by

psychologist George Weinberg in 1969. Dr. Weinberg, along with his fellow researchers, was interested in studying society’s attitude

towards homosexuality. They pointed out that negative reactions towards LGBT people actually came from the ‘fear of the unknown’

as people held unfair prejudice against people who identified as LGBT.

First, the cause of some of these people’s fears could be found in religion. Christianity

before modern times applied very rigorous ethics to sexuality. The bible states that all

sexual behavior was a sin except for the act between a man and a woman that results in

pregnancy and childbirth. Other sexual acts mentioned in the bible were referred to as

‘Sodomy’ in Europe and people guilty of committing these acts were punished severely.

Even in the 13th century, these behaviors were regarded as a crime that could be

punishable with the death penalty. Of course, in France, where the separation of religion and politics occurred earlier than many other

European countries, these kinds of laws were abolished quickly through the French Revolution. However, some nations where the

unity of religion and politics was still strong did not abolish this law until the 20th century. And it was not until 2003 that the United

States abolished the prohibition of homosexuality, saying “The majority could not compel the whole society to follow the religious

convictions by authority of states”. 

Secondly, psychiatric perspectives of the past actually considered homosexuality to be a disease. From the late 19th century to the

early 1970s, homosexuality was defined as a mental illness. However, through a lot of research in medical science, psychology, and

sociology that has been undertaken in the past 40 years, homosexuality is no longer defined or regarded as a mental illness.
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Cover story

LGBT misconceptions

AIDS: A Gay Disease
In 1981, it was gay men in America that first started to show signs of having been

infected with ‘Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome’ (AIDS). During this time,

‘Human Immunodeficiency Virus’ (HIV), the cause of AIDS, had still not been found.

So, AIDS was considered an infectious disease spread only by gay men. It was also

referred to as ‘Gay-Related Immune Deficiency’. However, in 1983, HIV was discovered

and researchers found that the HIV infection had already been infecting people in Central

Africa since the late 1970s, much earlier than the first AIDS patient was diagnosed in America.

Therefore, the view that AIDS was a Gay-Related Immune Deficiency disease was quickly disproven.

Despite the fact that AIDS research has shown AIDS to be a disease that can affect both heterosexual and homosexual

people, there are still certain institutions that ban LGBT people from donating blood. For example, after the Orlando shooting

of June, many people lined up at the One Blood donation center which is the blood bank in Orlando to donate blood. But,

among them, many gay, lesbian and bisexual people were told they could not donate. This was because the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) in America states that “Only one who has had no sexual relationships within one year can donate

blood.” Since 1981, the year when the first AIDS patient was found, the FDA has prohibited LGBT people from donating

blood. However, even after the fact that AIDS is not a Gay-Related Immune Deficiency disease was turned out, FDA still

prohibits them conditionally. 

Impacts of Gay Marriage on Institution and Raising Children

Following the formal marriage of gay Korean couple, Kim Jho Kwang-soo and Kim Seung-hwan in 2013, the issue of

homosexual marriage received a lot of attention in South Korea. As time went on and arguments about this continued, some

people argued that gay marriage would destroy the institution of traditional marriage and impede the process of raising children.

According to historic and anthropological research, the types of marriage that have existed in the world have changed

throughout history. Marriage as an institution has also changed and been influenced by the political and economic structures

of that time. The legalization of gay marriage is one example of the adaptability and flexibility of marriage as an institution

that confronts changes in society that exist today. Also, the results of several recent studies on children of LGBT parents have

shown that the most important thing about parenting is not the sexual identification of the parents, but rather the quality of

the relationship between parent and child. According to 17 years of follow-up study

on the children of lesbian parents, the children actually experienced more positive

achievements and less aggression or problems than

children of heterosexual parents. When completing

this survey, experts found that the children of LGBT

parents felt much less pressure to conform to certain

social standards and tended to pursue common

activities or interests with their parents instead. Also,

according to the interviews of children raised in same

sex households, the biggest problem they experienced

was not the fact that they had same sex parents, but rather

the social stigma and isolation the children felt from the other

people around them. However, all the children agreed that any

problems they encountered could be overcome by discussing how to

handle these problems with their parents altogether.  
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Communication: 
Coming Out of the Closet

‘Coming out’ refers to the action of

‘coming out of the closet’ which is a

commonly used phrase in english to signify a

person telling their friends and family that they

are gay. The ‘closet’ is the metaphorical idea

of people hiding their identity as an LGBT

person. As TV dramas and movies began to

feature more openly gay characters, this has

led to more people feeling comfortable to

come out of the closet. When popular actor

Hong Seok-chun came out of the closet, the

word ‘coming out’ became a proper noun.

Unfortunately, it was often used in a negative

way like joking.

Generally in South Korea, LGBT people

hesitate to come out of the closet because they

fear they will be judged harshly by their friends

and family if they do. However, if they do not

come out of the closet, they cannot live their true

life and might experience feelings isolation and

depression. Everyone needs to feel supported by

their family, friends and even acquaintances, and

if LGBT people can share their true identity with

those close to them, it will lead to a better quality

of life for them, as well as be much better for

their mental health. The important thing about

‘coming out’ is that it should be a process of

communication. So, if someone you are close to

comes out of the closet, you need to be positive

and accepting of this: “Thank you for your

courage to come out to me. I accept you.” Also,

we need to have an open attitude if we ever find

ourselves having one of these conversations with

someone close to us.

solutions to LGBT
discrimination
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School Where Teaching Students About the Value of Diversity

School is the most important place to help and educate students about the world around

them. School is also the place where we can learn about different people and understand

that discrimination against another person is wrong whether it be because of their race,

gender, religion, or class. Schools need to educate their students about discrimination and

let them see that it is not OK to judge other people. However, the curriculum in South Korea

seems to be extremely hetero-normative and literature or novels featuring LGBT people

are very limited. This lack of exposure to LGBT material means students that are LGBT

will often not tell their fellow students they are gay as they don't want to be judged. There

are still cases of harassment and violence at schools towards LGBT students.

To solve these problems, we need to develop a curriculum that teaches students the

‘Introspection for the value of diversity’. It is necessary for teachers to recognize the lack

of exposure to LGBT themes that is so inherent in heterosexism discourse in schools. We

need an open and free long-term curriculum, not just a temporary course on LGBT rights.

In addition, teachers also need to be screened more thoroughly. Teachers in South Korea

have done a good job of censoring controversial and ideological subjects, and some of them

have even been perpetrators of bullying LGBT students. Discrimination against LGBT can

be solved by teachers’ adjusting their attitudes and perspectives towards LGBT people and

issues surrounding them, and then incorporating this into the curriculum.   

School is a small society. We need to recognize that violence in schools towards LGBT

is not just a problem of the school itself, but rather represents the bigger social problem that

is present in society, our nation and human beings.
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The importance of LGBT Festivals

The Queer festival and the Pride Parade, both

held in multiple towns around the world, are the

kinds of festivals which are important for LGBT

rights. These festivals serve as platforms where

all people can come together and fight against

discrimination. These kinds of festivals gained

momentum from the late 20th century and pride

festivals are now held throughout the world year

after year, attracting hundreds of thousands of

people together to celebrate all things of LGBT.

In South Korea, the Korea Queer Culture Festival

has been held since 2000 in Seoul and since 2009

in Daegu every year. 

Then, what is the reason behind these kind of

festivals and what does the LGBT community hope

to achieve by hosting these incredible festivals?

If we think about festivals, festivals are where a community likes to show themselves off to the public and celebrate certain things.

Festivals involve a diverse range of emotions and aim to raise awareness for social issues in a fun and active way. Festivals give all

participants the chance to raise awareness and participants can learn something in the process. These festivals are a chance for the

LGBT community to be seen and heard in the wider community. These festivals also serve as a collective ‘coming out’. People at

the pride parades could feel a sense of belonging and pride by identifying with similar people. Also, from the heterosexual perspective,

they can help by supporting the LGBT community and accepting them as ‘the same villagers’. Walking in the parade is not just a

simple movement. It is a conscious action that allows LGBT to feel considerable courage and self-exploration. When these kinds of

festivals are held frequently, our society can confront a new generation of open LGBT people with a sense of open-mindedness that

respects both individuality and creativity.  

Historically, human beings have overcome many different forces of discrimination. In the past, people have lashed out in

anger and violence simply because they do not accept or believe the superiority of certain religions, races, nationalities, or

sexuality. At the same time, humans have built up human rights over the years, and great progress has been made in democracy,

equality, and social justice for the LGBT community. However, social discrimination is still rampant in Korean society and sexual

identity is still a big issue. It could be found in several regulations, laws and rules. Generally, it is hard for us to change these laws and

rules. But, as the member of a democratic society where laws and rules are meant to help, not hinder, and the running of society, we

have power to help the LGBT community. It is a basic human right that all people are free from injustice and discrimination. It needs

that we have nothing but understanding and acceptance for LGBT people and work together to improve the quality of life for both

LGBT and all other members of society so that we can all live in peace and harmony together.

“Whetherwearegay,lesbian,transgender,bisexualorwhateverotheridentityyouhave,wemustallunite

andfightforourrights.gayrightscannotbewoninthecourtrooms,butintheheartsandthemindsofthe

people.”-bytheWorld’sFirstOpenlygayPrince,Manvendra
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n June 28, 2016, ‘Pokemon Go’ which makes people ‘go wild’ was released. Only four days after it launched,

Pokemon Go's company ‘Niantic’ earned over 1 billion dollars and was loved by the whole world. So, what is

behind Pokemon Go’s popularity? It is the ‘Augmented Reality’ (AR) technology which is invisible in real life.

Maybe everyone has seen movie heroes wearing special glasses, which displays a variety of information

like health condition, weather and time. Nowadays, it is not just a story from movies because AR has

the ability to makes invisible things visible through special equipment such as a smart phone. The

differentiated character of AR is to blend the real world with the imaginary world by adding

3D graphics to real life. AR is able to add 3D graphics to the real world through use of the

Global Positioning System (GPS) which calculates where the person is using satellite

signals. This means it is possible to use AR for telemedicine, architectural design, and

many other fields. 

One of the uses is a ‘catalog app’ of the furniture company,

IKEA. Many people have a difficulty in buying furniture because

of the bulk and weight of furniture. Big and heavy furniture is

uncomfortable to move and people are not able to test it in their

homes. But, what if you could easily lay furniture in your home

before you buy? That is a benefit of the combination of IKEA

and AR. 

IKEA’s catalog app: First reflect on the empty space of your home using your

smart phone’s camera. Next, GPS recognizes the spatial dimensions and shows you

whether the furniture you picked fits in your space or not. Then you can check the color

and size of the furniture which you want. It is a huge differentiation between furniture

companies to consumers. 

Besides this app, ‘Hyundai Moto’ has developed a Heads up Display (HUD). HUD’s can

display the car condition, car speed, navigation and all other information about the car on the car

window. Like this, companies that consider consumer’s convenience are releasing products which

use a combination of GPS and AR. Furthermore, the government has chosen AR as one of the future major

industries and more people are interested in AR. The popularization of GPS equipped smart phones allows

people to experience AR even in their home. Aided by it, the AR industry is growing larger day by day.

Then, how is AR implemented on screen? The answer is the power of GPS. To implement AR on our screen, three

things are needed: an AR application, GPS transmitter-receiver which is in the smart phone and another GPS that is

not in the smart phone. First, if you turn on the AR application, the GPS transmitter-receiver reads the position, gravity,

and slope at where you are standing. The amount of information is too huge to store in your smart phone, so the GPS

transmitter-receiver sends the information to another GPS device. The GPS which receives the information searches

the internet with the received information. Finally, the GPS device puts the information together and sends it to the

GPS in your smart phone and then your phone shows you the result in real time. Like this, GPS has a big part of

implementing AR. 

O
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invisible Technology :
News Reporter • sin Ki-joo • skj_herald@pukyong.ac.kr
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▲IKEA’s Catalog
app QR code
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The Power of GPs
Meanwhile, due to the increasing popularity of Pokemon Go, many people in

Korea also want to play Pokemon Go even in Korea. But, Google answered it is

impossible due to the lack of mapping information in Korea. Therefore, there are

many arguments about ‘Are you going to send out the geographic information of

the country or not.’ That is called ‘Map transfer controversy’ Google wants to

implement not only Pokemon Go but also Google maps and so on. However,

Google has only a limited amount of map data for Korea and it is not enough to

provide 100 percent service for Korea, so they ask the Korean government for

normal maps.

But the Korean government repeats and delays the decision. The reason for

that is because of ‘security’. For the Google service to be perfect for Korea, they

need satellite map data and normal map data. However, Google has only satellite

maps, so they demand the normal map data. Then the Korean government suggests

they will give Google normal map data if Google deletes all high security places

in Korea contained in the satellite map. Normal map data of Korea has erased all

these places according to Korea’s map law. However, the problem is that according

to foreign laws relating to maps, satellite mapping has exposed all security places.

So, the Korean government worries satellite maps would threaten security. Below

is the interview with Professor Kim Jin Soo (Introduction of the Department and

admission Information, Geographic Information System modeling) for these issues.

“Normal maps are different with a satellite map. It is made by connection pieces

that are composed of airline pictures taken by person's control. To connect these

pieces, it demands expert laboring force and a huge cost for renewing maps every

year. Google is not able to afford that, so they ask the Korean government for

normal map data.” 

“These issues are so sensitive because when Google takes out of our data, there

can be a lot of society and economic problems. As well as security problems, one

of them is the influence for our IT companies. Therefore, we have to make the

decision carefully rather than focusing on the present benefits.”

AR has many problems behind the advantage when blending virtual and real

life by GPS. You have to always turn on the GPS of the smart phone to use AR.

So, your position and personal information can be exposed. Recently in some

countries where Pokemon Go is not released to people, GPS is often hacked just

for playing Pokemon Go. However, these hacking attempts can disturb GPS and

could put ships and planes in danger of getting lost. Any technology has a bright

side and dark side and it is same with AR. If we use AR intelligently, AR is going

to be a big bonus in modern times.

Zoom in
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Upcoming Beauty Trend :

Girl Crush
ecently the word, ‘Girl Crush’ has been heard around town. Girl Crush is a combination of the word ‘girl’ and

the verb to be, or to have a ‘crush’ on someone. In other words, it refers to women who experience feelings of

admiration and adoration towards other women.  According to the Urban Dictionary, to have a girl crush is to really

like another women who is cool and unique without harboring any sexual feelings towards them. 

One of the first people to coin the phrase was YouTube sensation Jenna Marbles from America.  She started

commenting on many images of women on her YouTube page. Because of

this, people started calling her bad names. She hit back, saying that there was

nothing wrong with liking other women and actually she just admired other

women and wanted to say that to the public. Thus, the word ‘Girl Crush’ was

born. She divided Girl Crush into three parts. The first being people wanted

to become friends with a particular woman after seeing her and how much

other women liked her. Secondly, they felt like they also wanted to live a life

just like the women they admire. And the final part is they start to love and

adore her. By the third step, a woman’s love for another woman has reached

its peak. In other words, women want to become like the cool and unique

women who has beauty and confidence. With this love and happiness for

women, having a ‘Girl Crush’ has gained tremendous popularity in Korea.

Kim sook

Do you know Kim Sook? She is a famous comedian in Korea. Her nickname is ‘Sook-Crush’. She appeared on the TV

show ‘With Dear-the greatest love’ on JTBC. She clearly represented ‘Sook-Crush’ by living a virtual married life with her

imaginary husband, Yoon Jeong-su. She is highly in favor of many women by saying “Men have to behave modestly and

be good at housekeeping.” and “Money can be earned by anyone who can do it.”, which are words that help to break down

traditional ideas about gender roles. Furthermore, she gave

her credit card to her husband who has lived as a ‘bankrupt

man’ and even gave him ‘a bundle of money tissues’ for his

birthday. By these kinds of actions, she showed us a different

kind of woman. Also, in ‘Sister’s Slam Dunk’ on KBS, she

showed a warm attitude by sending encouraging messages

to her coworkers. These kind words made the public feel

like Kim sook is their loving mother. The charisma and

warm appearance of Kim sook also created another

nickname for her which was ‘God sook’ and confirmed how

much people love her.

Culture Editor • Kim hyo-min •
khm_herald@pukyong.ac.kr
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Jessi

Jessi who performed a brilliant rap in ‘UnprettyRap star’ is also one of the leaders of Girl Crush. In Unpretty

Rapstar, she gained popularity by saying “Why do you judge me even though you are not anyone?." She is also very

good at singing as well as having excellent rapping skills

which allow her to appeal to many people with her zany

charm on TV. She acquired a nickname, ‘Strong sister’

because of her various expressions and her style of

giving her own opinion confidently. She even revealed

the fact that she had had cosmetic surgery in the past. Her

fashion also proves that she is a definite Girl Crush. The

shoes she wore on her TV program were really popular

and well liked by fans, so we know she has a remarkable

sense of fashion. Also, her perfect body stands out by and

has become the subject and envy of many women.

Mamamoo

Mamamoo also joins the ranks of Girl Crush. They

are competent singers who have conquered both song

and dance. However, what made them rise to the status

of Girl Crush stardom is their free personalities and their

talented abilities. Their nick name is ‘Beagle idol’, which

means cheerful and active people. The reason they are called this is because of their

own free dance and energy skills they show on stage as well as their free personalities.

For example, the lyrics ‘Um Oh Ah Yeh’ evoked cheers from the audience. Among

mamamoo, the best Girl Crush is Moon Byul. She is the rapper of the group. She gained

popularity by dressing up like a man on their music album, ‘Um Oh Ah Yeh’.

Therefore, we can say she has a perfect look to be a ‘Girl Crush’

The common thread between these three people is they all have a confident and carefree character. JeA, a member

of Brown Eyed Girls, said “Nowadays, we can have success and be popular as women only". In South Korea,

independence and powerfulness is often only associated with men and not women. In contrast,in foreign countries,

there are many strong sisters and ‘Girl Crush’ style of actresses. However, recently in South Korea, female fans have

become stronger and there are many cases of Girl Crush. The time is coming for confident and self-reliant women to

take over the world. 
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People Who   Do not see 

Let’s find out the definition of ‘refugee’ and where they are now. In general, a refugee is a person who has fallen into

poverty because of a war or natural disaster happening in their country. However, recently it can also mean a group of

defectors because of political reasons associated with racial, ideological causes. People become displaced when the

outbreak of international wars or civil war occurs. Area such as the Balkans, Africa and Western Asia are examples of

such places. Recently, refugees have greatly increased after civil wars in places like Syria. The people of Syria,

particularly those who participated in anti-government demonstrations demading the exit of dictator Bashar al-Assad in

2011 were expelled to refugee camps and other countries. 

What is the situation for Syrian refugees now? More than 40 million of all Syrian refugees are living in five

neighboring countries: Egypt, Iraq, Jordon, Lebanon and Turkey. Refugees in Lebanon can earn a living, approximately

$13.5 a month which is equivalent to approximately 590 wons a day to enable them to purchase basic necessities. While,

80 percent of refugees in Jordon are living under extremely poor conditions. Many Syrian refugees have tried to seek

asylum by heading to Europe in small boats. The number of Syrian refugees seeking asylum to Europe has been gradually

incresing and as of August 2015, the number of refugees has reached 428,735. Of this number, they have sought asylum

to 37 different European countries.

Under these circumstances, European refugees have caused crises for the European Union (EU). In August 2015,

about 190,000 refugees crossed the border into Europe and for the nine months, about 710,000 refugees cross the border.

In the Mediterranean and Aegean, there are many illegal entry ships that try to land in Greece, Italy, Turkey; these places

being the first leg of Europe. The International Organization for Migration estimated that about 2,748 refugees lost their

life escaping through the Mediterranean in 2015. Refugees have to consider a lot of dangers, but this is difficult as these

same refugees have no choice but to leave their native country because their survival depends on it.

here is something that still cannot be forgotten even over time. According to a recent refugee trends report in

2015 announced by United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees(UNHCR), there are 6530 million refugees

around the world. And it stands right now, one in every 100 people of the world is a refugee. They live all over the world.

They are still breathing.

T
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People Who   Do not see 
International Editor • Choi soo-bin • csb_herald@pukyong.ac.kr

Refugees have been the victims of kidnapping, extortion and other threatening behavior around Europe. In the Middle

East or North Africa desert, other organizations torture them and swidle money from their famillies. Even after the

refugees arrive in Europe, many of them face legal limbo, waiting for the process of asylum to be granted, let alone a

permit for a temporary stay. The rest, except a few recognized refugee statuses, remain in a terrible situation and are

likely to die on the ship, truck or even in the street awaiting asylum.

The Syrian civil war generated the biggest refugee crisis in Europe after the Second World War. The crisis also had

a tremendous impact on the world. The European Union warned that the Syria refugee situation would bring a global

crisis. Europe is having serious social problems right now due to the endless wave of refugees entering the union.

Incidents such as thousands of refugees dying while trying to cross the seas to go to Europe have raised many ethics

issues for EU. As the situation in Syria worsens, cruel offences have noticeably increased. Therefore, active protection

and support for refugees is needed.

Let’s think about North Korean refugees. In 2015, about 5,711 refugees who applied for refugee status after Refugee

law enforcement of Korea in 2013 were an increase of 3.6 times more than in 2013. Due to the continuing civil wars of

Middle Eastern coutries, applicants from the Middle East like Syria, Egypt are growing rapidly in Korea. 

Even if you do not see the situation on your own doorstep, it is happening in our world. We should not propose half-

baked solutions to the refugee problem as it is a very complex one. However, we need to look at the refugee situations

seriously. We cannot have a biased or distorted view, but rather we need to show interest in the situation as the first step

to understand them in life. So, the question is, can you see them?
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THAAD :
hOT POTATO
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Culture Reporter • Jeong Gi-hong • jgh@pukyong.ac.kr

HAAD (Terminal High Attitude Area Defense) is a

defense system made for shooting down missiles in

their terminal phase. THAAD has two modes. One mode is

the Forward-Based Mode (FBM) that detects the enemies’

missile up to 2000km away by radar. The other mode is the

Terminal Mode (TM) that detects the enemies’ missile

launch over a 1000km area and shoots down the missile over

40km in the air. The government has prepared placement of

THAAD for one year to intensify national security following

developments from North Korea. However, the problem is

that the government suddenly announced it without any

previous notice of the measures. Also, after this statement,

neighboring countries and citizens were deeply divided

between the pros and cons. Now, THAAD’s problem is not

only confined to Korea. It is a complicated question between

Korea and neighboring countries.

T
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THAAD must be deployed to intensify national security and

for people to live a safe life in Korea. It is very important to

prevent missiles coming from North Korea. Before you think it

as a fight between powerful nations, you have to be sensitive of

Korea’s security.

THAAD is a thing that cuts off friendly relations with China

and Russia and changes them into hostile relations for Korea to

be pressured by the powerful countries. Also, THAAD can lead

Korea into danger by getting Korea into the fights of powerful

nations for supremacy.

Though the decision processing for deploying THAAD is

almost done, China did not specify any economic revenge in

Korea, which means they will not revenge later. Even if China

will revenge, we must think of our nation’s safety first. Also,

Korea provides only lands for THAAD. The cost for THAAD is

paid by the United States.

If THAAD is deployed, our top trade exporters, China would

cut trading off unilaterally, raise tariffs and block the tourist

industry of Korea. Then, the Korean economy will suffer greatly.

Also, it is inefficient to deploy THAAD costing a lot of money.

And, if we go to war again, we will get more damage to our

economy than ‘the Korean war’ caused.

Supporters for deploying THAAD argue that we need to take a risk for the security and the benefits are bigger than the dangers. On

the other hand, opponents for deploying THAAD argue that we should not take a risk when we consider the world peace.

Now, the Korean government has a difficulty in deciding where to locate THAAD. The issue about deploying THAAD is a hot potato.

Therefore, the Korean government should gather people’s opinions, compensate for the deployment area, and make the interests between

the pros and cons same. In the near future, THAAD will be deployed and that will cause many problems or benefits. However, if opinions

of the nation are kept united, we can solve any problems that will happen in the future.

SECURITY

ECONOMICAL ASPECTS

According to the data that ‘USA Anderson Air Force Base’ in

Guam measured and shared, it came out that electromagnetic

waves measured at a distance of 1.6km, are harmless to human

bodies. Considering that the distance between Seong-ju artillery

unit and the residential area is 1.5km, it is not that dangerous.

Electromagnetic waves that come from THAAD are harmful

to people. In the event that the government organizations that take

responsibility for health safety of electromagnetic waves keep

silent, the result of the experiment that electromagnetic waves are

harmless for people would have no credibility in Korea.

HARMFULNESS FOR THE HUMAN BODY

In the past, ‘the Turtle ship’, which was the first armored ship

in the world, did not only defeat the enemy but it had an effect of

preventing war beforehand by being a threat to the enemies as a

unique style. Likewise, THAAD can get ‘the Turtle ship’ effect. 

If North Korea shoots a short-range missile instead of

shooting it in terminal phase, THAAD will be useless as a

terminal defense system. And, even if North Korea shoots

missiles in terminal phase, THAAD can only prevent a few

missiles, not all. Also, it has no use when we get into a full-scale

war.

EFFICIENCY OF THAAD

THAAD that is deployed in Korea will be only used to detect

North Korea’s nuclear weapons and missiles and to intercept

them. It will never aim at China and Russia. International peace

will come only when we restrain North Korea’s nuclear weapons.

Now, the balance of the world is tense between the United

States and China. However, if the United States unilaterally

changes THAAD’s mode into FBM, Russia and China lose their

right of resistance for nuclear weapons. Then, they cannot

implement military containment against the United States. As a

result, the balance between the United States, China and Russia

will be broken and the world peace will be 

INTERNATIONAL PEACE

As Korea and the United States have the same thought to

restrain nuclear weapons of North Korea, the two countries can

strengthen their alliance. 

It is inefficient to make China and Russia an enemy only for

stabilizing friendly relations with the United States.

DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
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Feature

n September 7, 2016, the Summer Paralympics were

held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The Paralympics are

compound words of ‘Paraplegia,’which means paralyzed

from the waist down and ‘Olympics.’ Nowadays, the

range has expanded to all disabled people, so instead of

‘Paraplegia,’ we use ‘Parallel.’ In the Paralympics,

disabled athletes challenge and do their best and that

touches our heart. This makes us change wrong

perceptions and eliminate discrimination. Meanwhile,

behind their challenges and triumphs, there are ‘hidden

heroes’ whom we are not familiar with.

When you are watching the Paralympics, you can see

some unique scenes. Running hand in hand, riding tandem

cycle and hitting swimmers with a long stick. The people

who do these kinds of acts, help players for their safety

and smooth playing. These helpers are called ‘guide

runners’ in track and field and ski, ‘pilots’ in the cycle and

‘tappers’in swimming. We also call all the helpers ‘a

guide runner.’

First, in track and field, a guide runner runs with a

blind athlete after tying their wrists or fingers together

with a tether made of non-stretch material. The guide

runner has to keep the space within 50m and he should

not outrun the athlete,or the athlete will be disqualified.

A small discord can affect the game in running, so the

guide runner and the athlete should harmonize steps and

arms. That is why once a guide runner and an athlete

makes a relationship; their bond lasts for a long time. For

instance, Tracey Hinton, a blind athlete from England,

took part in all the three Paralympics, 2004 Athens, 2008

Beijing and 2012 London with her guide runner, Steffan

Hughes.

A Scottish medalist, Libby Clegg, and her guide runner,

Mikail Huggins, had run together for three years and they

won a gold medal. At first, the guide runner of Libby was

Lincoln Asquith, who is Huggins’ stepfather. Huggins took

over his father’s mission. He once interviewed by the

Scottish Herald and he said, “On the whole Libby and I

have a great relationship on and off the track. I need to

know if she is happy or unhappy, whether to offer support

or step away and give her space. In a professional

relationship, just like any personal one, there has to be

respect, trust, and communication. I need to know what

makes her tick and vice versa.” The most impressive part

is that guide runners do not just consider about the body

condition of the athletes, but also think about their mood.

In skiing, there are guide runners too. However, unlike

track and field, guide runners in skiing do not hold athletes’

hands but they start in advance to guide disabled athletes.

They explain the course to athletes by Bluetooth earphones.

For example, Korean ski head coach nicknamed Korean

national ski athlete Yang Jae-rim and her guide runner Go

Eun-sori as ‘Tom and Jerry.’ It is not because they agree

like cats and dogs. It is because of guide runner, Jerry,

desperately runs away and the athlete, Tom, chases her.

In tandem cycling, a pilot and an athlete ride on a two-

seated cycle. The pilot sits in front and the athlete at the

back. The pilot’s task is direction regulating. In other words,

the pilots become the eyes of their athletes. Lastly, in

swimming, a tapper takes a lane. When an athlete comes

near to the turn, the tapper taps the athlete’s head or

shoulder, so that the athlete knows when to turn.

These guide runners are just helpers but their tasks stand

for something. They are ‘heroes’ who become the power

of disabled athletes and help them realize their dream.

Guide runners give hope and impression to the impaired

people and as well as able-bodied people. Since the 2012

London Paralympics, guide runners can also get medals

because such contributions achieved recognition.

Unfortunately, In Korea, people only go wild about the

Olympics. Even though Korea got a good result in the 2016

Rio Paralympics, spectators still do not have interests

compared to the Olympics. If we care more about the

Paralympics and cheer the athletes, it will be helpful for

them and Korea’s sports culture will develop more and

more.
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Comfort Women Agreement Without Victim
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ecently, the Japanese Government and the

Korean Government had a discussion

about comfort women. This discussion has

become embroiled in controversy. On December

28, 2015 leaders from the Japanese Government

and the Korean Government got together to

discuss comfort women and how the Japanese

could make amends for this. However, this

agreement has many problems. One particular

problem being the way the agreement was

concluded and signed without its victims being

part of it - the comfort women themselves.

During the period of Japanese colonialism,

Japan took a majority of women from Korea and

deliberately entered them into sex slavery. Up

until 1990, the Japanese Government denied that

they had ever done this, saying they did not run

brothels for the Japanese Imperial Army, and that

the comfort women were merely ‘volunteers’.

But, In January 1992, Japan was forced to

partially acknowledge that the Japanese Army

forced Korean women to become comfort

women, after official documents were found that

said the Japanese army setting up brothels. These

documents were found by professor Yoshimi in

the Japan Defense Agency Library in Japan and

were published in Asahi newspaper.

Japan does not recognize the error of their

forefathers and tries to avoid it any chance they

get. Many viciously and severely abused comfort

women have still not received a proper apology.

However, on August 24, 2016, the Japanese

Government finalized a plan to contribute one

billion yen to the ‘Foundation of Reconciliation

and Heal’ of Korea. This foundation was founded

to support army comfort women. And on

September 1, this contribution was provided to

the foundation. Foreign minister of Japan,

Kishida spoke to reporters and said “Japan

fulfilled its responsibility by paying billion yen

contribution.” after the cabinet meeting. 

His speech means they will cover up this

terrible situation with only monetary

compensation without an actual apology for their

ancestors’ mistakes. This attitude of the Japanese

Government lacks sympathy in understanding

the agony of enforced sex slaves. Also, the

Japanese Government contributing one

billion yen had to come from the Japanese

Government’s emergency fund. The reason why

the Japanese Government used the emergency

fund, not the government’s budget, is because

they only considered the Liberal Democratic

Party’s opinion that argues relocation of the

monument to comfort women located in front of

the Japanese Embassy in Korea. In other words,

Japan insists that they will only pay the money

to the comfort women if the Korean Government

agrees to tear down the monument to comfort

women located in front of the Japanese Embassy

in Korea in requital of one-billion-yen contribution. 

The attitude of the government of Korea

about this happening is confusing. At the time of

the agreement, the Korean Government said

“The Korean government recognizes the point

that the Japanese government make about the

monument to comfort women located in front of

the Japanese Embassy in Korea and we will do

our best to properly resolve it.” In addition to this

agreement involving the demolition of the

monument to comfort women, this agreement is

not right because it was concluded without any

of the victims having any say in it. The Korean

government did not try to listen to the comfort

women’s opinions, and they are only concerned

with keeping relations between the two countries

friendly.

There have been many efforts made by

individual enterprises to help comfort women

like Marymond. For instance, Marymond makes

products like comfort women’s paintings and

contributes 50 percent of business profits to the

victims when they are sold. However, what has

the Korean government done to try and comfort

the victims? Why did they try to cover up our

ancestors’ pain and tears only with one billion

yen which is a mere apology without being a real

apology to the victims?  When you recklessly

stitch up the wounds, the wounds quickly get

infected. If someone gives you money without

understanding your wounds and tells you to

forget it, how would you feel? This agreement is

our nation’s independent act that has completely

ignored the public’s view. The number of

grandmother comfort women victims who are

still living now is only around 40 women. It is

time for more and more people to participate in

this debate, to right the wrongs of the past. I

demand a sincere apology from the Japanese

government about the awful treatment of Korean

comfort women during the war.
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Essay Contest

he 15th Pukyong Essay Contest was held

in Hyangpa 409 on Daeyeon Campus on

November 19. It was meaningful that the

Pukyong English Essay Contest passed more

than 14 times. The Pukyong English Essay

Contest will keep going on hold in every year

and help all university students in Busan and

Gyeongsangnam-do. 

In this time, about 50 applicants submitted

their application. Among the given three

topics, they chose one topic and wrote down

their story from 11:00 to 13:00. Every student

wrote their great essay during the time and Professor Kim Ji-soo and Professor Christopher Green helped to

judge essays. In fact, the panel of judges got difficulty to choose only three winners, because there was so

many excellent writings. Although only three students selected to win the prize, everyone was winner. 

The task of judging the essays took a further two hours, and required much deliberation, but in the end,

three essayists went home with prizes. The essay transcript of 1st winner has been included on the following

pages for readers to enjoy. Also, the transcripts of 2nd and 3rd have been uploaded on Facebook Page of the

Pukyong Herald. I would like to thank the participants for realizing such a successful event and encouraging

students to put their writing skills to the test in next year’s contest.

Topic 1. 

Reveal your pros and cons about 'No Kid Zones' and explain why you agree or disagree with it.
*No Kid Zones: the places that restrict customers with infants and kids.

Topic 2. 

Describe the problems you've encountered while doing a Group Project in College and propose how
it can be improved.

Topic 3. 

What do you think about Cohabitation (living together) before marriage?

T
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William Shakespeare, a renowned writer who is regarded as the father

of the English Literature and a dramatist who made so much tribute to the

Western spirits through his words once made a witty quote on the

importance of marriage. “Those married abrupt, is often unhappy.” This

maxim is from one of Shakespeare masterpiece “Rome and Juliet” and the

quote tells us that people who marry too quickly has a high possibility of

ruining one’s marriage life and in worse cases live as a bachelor or a Miss.

To avoid this kind of disaster, people choose to cohabitate prior to marriage

yet a myriad of concerns and questions follows by. Some oppose

cohabitation because of the way how our society sees it and the possibility

of losing one’s momentum. However, I believe cohabitation is essential in

our marriage lives as well as to our daily day lives. Cohabitation can not

only help us stay mentally healthy and “economically” fit, it also teaches

us to handle social relation problems.

To begin with, forming a reliance with a partner, keeps couple calm and

helps sustain a sense of harmony. We can maintain our mental health simply

because, we are not alone. We usually say that humans, are social animals

meaning that it is nearly impossible to live while being isolated. Throughout

history humans developed and evolved by interacting with one another and

this “social interaction” made us the top habitat of the Animal Kingdom.

Sadly though, unlike the old mid-evil days, the rates of people living by

themselves are increasing and it seems being alone is becoming a general

trend. They think “loneliness” is an economical profit. However, being

isolated can cause depression, a feeling of a sense of shame and be a trigger

light to commit suicide. According to a 2007 report, conducted by the

university of California Berkley, a renowned scientific school in the field

of human psychology, when students are put into their dorms alone, 70%

of the students recorded higher depression votes than the students who had

their roommates. On top of that, statistics shows that suicide occurs mostly

to people who live by themselves. From this, cohabitation or simply living

together helps both people mentally secured and helps one maintain a

healthy spirit.

1st Prize
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In addition, cohabitation is economical in the term of finance. It does not make sense to maintain two

houses when couples are living together. In today’s society where it is hard to save money, cohabitation

can actually help young adults to save money drastically because being together means two becoming one,

and obviously being one takes less money than two. My parents can be a good example who experienced

financial benefit by cohabitation. At first my mom and dad lived by themselves when they first met at their

graduate school. My mom rented an apartment and my dad lived in a small office room. Although both

had a part-time job they face big difficulties on handling their room fees. This problem was solved after

they both got engaged and started to live together. By staying together (and sleeping together) they reduced

half of their budget on spending their rooms. Now as they can save more money, unlike the past where

they were stressed out, they felt freedom to use money on their dates which made my parents closer and

sustain a cohesive relationship. Financially, cohabitation is a major stress off for both couples as they can

be “economically” fit.

Lastly, living together is a non-buyable experience for handling social-related problems. Ever since we

are born we meet different kinds of people starting from our families to the people in the streets. These

people turns out to be our friends, enemies, partners or just simple past relationships. On the flip side of

the coin, however, it is hard to know these people well, and due to this relation conflict happens. In my

point of view, the best way of solving relation problems is by talking and sharing their thoughts by face-

to-face. The best way to do this is by living together. When I entered university, all students were mandatory

to live in the school’s dorm. Two students were put into each rooms randomly and had to spend there for

the whole semester. This situation was s shock because it was my first-time experience to live with a person

whom I first met. It was a grueling task at the beginning. We argued and fought over our life habits also

complain each other m=by almost everything. Consequently, though, as time passed by we realized what

we liked and what we disliked and soon we became best friends. Undergoing this kind of experience let

me know how to solve conflicts as well as broaden the scope of seeing people whether or not they are

pretending, Likewise, cohabitation can be an experience for managing future-marriage life conflicts.

From long questioning about cohabitation and thinking my thoughts over while writing this essay. I

say to the society cohabitation is important for the reasons I mentioned above. Not only can one learn “the

real” personality of your partner, cohabitation keeps you mentally and economically stable and gives an

out-look of handling future marriage-life conflicts. I, too would like to cohabitate with my partner prior to

marriage.
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his year’s most sensational online game was called ‘Overwatch’, and became

hugely popular in South Korea. It became a hot issue in the game industry

and created a controversy that had not been seen in Korean society before. At one

point, reporting on elementary students playing Overwatch, became the ‘thing to

do’. On the Social Network Service(SNS), there was a post entitled ‘How to get a

seat when the Internet Café is full’. The post said that ‘when you go to an Internet

Café and you have nowhere to sit, you could report elementary students so you can get a seat’ This is because

elementary school students are under the age limit of the game.

Why do we set certain limits on the age people can play games? The purpose of age grading in games or

movies is to protect adolescents. The standard of grading is based on how the content affects adolescents. Grade

selection is classified by lasciviousness, violence, antisocialism, language and speculation. In Korea, Overwatch

can only played by people who are over 15 years of age. In other words, people who are under 15 cannot play

this game and only middle school grade 3 students and higher can play. So it’s actually illegal for elementary

school students to play Overwatch.

Before Overwatch, there were no incidents of elementary students being reported for playing games not

right for their age. So, then why suddenly did this reporting on elementary students became the talk of the

town? Many people started to look at Overwatch after this game became popular. However, to play this game

at home you need to purchase the product. People, who did not want to buy it, started going to the Internet

Cafés to play it. Those who had the same ideas gathered to the Internet Café and suddenly it was hard to find

a seat. When they were looking for a seat, elementary students attracted their attention and they started to report

them, because they were under the game’s age limit. This ‘good tip to get a seat’ spread out among the SNS

community. People who have seen this tip started to use it not only to get a seat in a full Internet Café, but

perhaps most importantly to turn away elementary students who were making loud noises and insulting other

game users. With this situation only getting worse, the public was divided into two sides about whether it was

acceptable to report on elementary students who broke the age limit. Here are some positive and negative sides

to the argument.

T

▲The age limit in Korea. From the left, it means ‘For everyone’, ‘over 12years’,
‘over 15years’, ‘adults only’ and ‘testing’.
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Elementary school student’s offensive behavior was a common complaint

among Internet Café users. Also, these students were using their parent’s personal

information to make a game account which is technically illegal. 

Because students have to be over the age limit, the students use their parent’s personal information to join

the game site. However, this kind of behavior is illegal and violates the Act on the Protection of Personal

Information. This is a law to protect the rights and interests of individuals while taking into consideration the

usefulness of personal information and to prohibit gathering and use of personal information or supplying it to

a third person. Misdemeanors are also a crime, so we should tighten up the punishment and law and punish

these people more greatly.

Reporting students causes Internet Café owner’s and part timer’s a lot of

stress.  When we are young, we can be naughty and don’t always obey the age

limit. Reporting frequently on elementary school students can be a waste of

police time - which is already very precious. When elementary school students get caught by playing games

that do not match their age, they could be given a warning for the first time which will be enough. Restriction

is also possible by the Internet Café.

According to the Game Industry Promotion Act, the law says ‘the business owner’s of an Internet Café

should not let adolescents play ‘adult’s only’ games.’ When violating the rules, the business owner gets a

warning, which could also include paying a fine or being ordered to suspend business. This means, when the

owner of the Internet Café is proven to have provided a 15-year-old and up game to an elementary student

deliberately, the owner will get the punishment. The Ministry of Culture did admit that when a customer plays

a game secretly that violates the age limit by not letting the owner now, it is hard to hold the owner responsible.

However, the person who administers justice is different in every region and not everyone lays out the same

rules and punishments. Because of this some Internet Café’s get punished for only letting elementary students

play the game while some do not. Internet Café owners and the police both complain about feeling stressed

and exhausted by people who report students. In comparison, students who were reported got no punishment

other than being sent home.

When you break a law and get reported, you should receive punishment. However, like the indiscreet act

mentioned above, the one who supplied the game should take more responsibility than the one who did

something wrong. We need to think carefully about everytime reporting on someone as we want to ensure the

right person is getting punished.
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Herald A  New Era
n a breathtaking and cold atmosphere, and an awkward

silence, interview for Heraldian was started. After some

simple tests and interviews, our herald life was begun. We felt happy

when we got a message of acceptance and became a member of

herald. As soon as we became heraldian, to become a perfect

reporter, TR for two weeks was started. During studying in the

Pukyong Herald, we learned necessary and practical knowledge to

write an article. At the last day of TR, we finished two weeks’ study

and went to Gwangalli  Beach to become intimate. When we had

the first planning meeting for articles, we could hear each other’s

thoughts and share ideas about that. The article’s first sentence is

the most affectionate to us because we had many worries. We did

our best for perfect English translation by using dictionary despite

poor abilities. Everyone agonized for the better article. Also, we

could represent design ourselves for layout. And finally, at the

hoped-for first date of publication, our respective names written in

the articles made us forget the hard and tough processes. Also, we

wanted many people to read our articles during assigning them at

the school ourselves. Our superiors could lead us to make more

completed articles through the judging contest. At the foundation

ceremony, we could be more intimate with Heraldians, thanks to

games which we ourselves prepared for superiors. Our friendship

became deeper through Membership Training. Like these, during

one semester, our herald life flew. During one semester, some friends

left the Pukyong Herald because of several reasons. It made us hurt

our mind. But their appearances that they studied and made an effort

for perfect articles remain in our minds. To write an article which

strikes our fancy, we each other had trouble. But we are pulling

through some difficulties by holding other’s hands because our goal

is same: making a perfect article which can influence others. We do

not regret heraldian’s life because we met many good friends and

superiors. So, our lives in Herald continue.

I
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n October 15, 2003, the Korean

Government released a report about

the Jeju 4.3 (April 3) incident. This report

evoked serious arguments about the terrible

incident. Although we do not know the

exact number of causalities, the ethical

problems and arguments about who was

ultimately responsible continue to this day.

However, it is meaningless to overly

nitpick about whose fault it really was.

Rather, understanding how and why the

incident took place is the most important.

Until now, historical textbooks have not

talked about Jeju 4.3. More so, besides the

odd textbook, no books or movies have

been made. So, there are many people who

still do not understand or know the incident

well. However, the 4.3 incident is an

important historical event now that we

should know about. Particularly people

now believe the government ignored some

truth about the incident and did not

understand the reality of it, even though

there were too many victims. Jiseul is a

movie which is about the awful Jeju

incident and the first one of its kind. This

will hopefully create a new found interest

in the Jeju disaster and make people think

about the incident again.

The background of Jiseul is this. After

liberation from Japanese colonial rule, Jeju

residents got along well with each other,

through having respect for parents and

loving their own children. However, in

1948, they heard from the United States

that the government will be handing out

housing eviction notices to everyone who

lived 5km from the coastline. Unoccupied

houses were fired at by soldiers and

residents were regarded as mobs. These

residents had to spend the remainder of

their lives hiding out in the mountains and

sharing potatoes. Actually, the word for

potato in the Jeju dialect is ‘Jiseul’.

Jeju residents in the movie spend their

life living in the mountains eating only

potatoes, but even then, they were generous

and they shared even the small amount of

food they had. To them, Jiseul symbolizes

vitality and the hope people shared during

this tough time together. The movie is set

during the intense winter months. However,

the reason we do not feel cold ourselves

when we watch the movie is because the

people who lived on Jeju Island were still

happy despite their hardships.

The most attractive feature in Jiseul is

the Korean subtitles as they use the Jeju

dialect. They use the real, olden day Jeju

language which even some current Jeju

residents are not familiar with. But this

unfamiliarity leads to feeling universal

emotion which everyone can empathize

with. Also, the Korean traditional emotions

and vitality that each single word contains

make the movie even more of a hit with

viewers.

The movie Jiseul is also gaining

momentum around the world. It was the

first Korean movie to be awarded the grand

prize at the Sundance Film Festival. Also,

it won four gold medals at the Busan

International Film Festival in 2012. Which

begs the question, how and why can Jiseul

gain some popularity even though the

language and story is so unfamiliar to us?

Well, it is because the film does not contain

detailed explanations about why the Jeju

residents died. The film does not focus on

the negative, rather they wait for tomorrow

by telling small jokes, sharing potatoes and

watching the stars in the night sky. They

hope this situation will be over by

tomorrow, not knowing that death is

moving closer to them. This movie helps

us feel empathy for the residents of Jeju.

The movie shows us that people who share

hope are actually similar to the people we

know and love; our family, neighbors, and

friends. The Jeju incident should not be

ignored and disregarded because it is not

only their story, but every Koreans story.

O

Unspoken History: 

Jiseul-Undone Time
International Reporter • song hyun-hee • shh_herald@pukyong.ac.kr 
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Please drop off at the Pukyong Herald office on the third floor of the Navi Center at Daeyeon Campus! All puzzle solutions

must be submitted before June 10th, 2017. A student who has the correct answer will win a5,000wongiftcertificate.

❶

❷

❸

❹

❺

❻

❼

❽

❾

❿

A Q B R i G h T M E
P F D D L U P V h X
O A Q h K i R h s V
T G F J X D O D h i
A B X F Q E D P O T
T D K X E X U V U A
O E Q s Q C C U T L
i J R i G h T s V i
P C O N F i D E N T
B R E A T h i N G Y

All of coincidences are things that have                 ed the person's life. (Editorial) 

By meeting many people, sharing many thoughts and broadening their visions, they turned their idea

into a real                     . (Campus News) 

It is a basic human              that all people are free from injustice and discrimination. (Cover Story)

Any technology has a             side and dark side and it is same with AR. (Zoom In) 

The time is coming for               and self-reliant women to take over the world. (Culture)

They are still              . (International) 

The issue about deploying THAAD is a hot                 . (Society & Politics)

We also call all the helpers ‘a           runner’. (Feature) 

It is time to more and more people should participate in their                 . (Column) 

To them, Jiseul symbolizes                and the hope people shared during this tough time together. (Re-

view)

Letters

After accessing ‘ThePukyongherald’facebookpage, please click on the ‘Like’button. 

You can write a short review and include your photo and section’s name in the appropriate section.

Also, please remember to put your major, student ID, and name above your review.

1. Name:                       Student ID:                       Major:                       Contact Number:

2. The most impressive article in vol.135 and the reason:

3. The article you are most dissatisfied with in vol.135 and the reason:

4. Please write your opinion about vol.135 and other subjects you want to read:

Period : December 1st, 2016 ~ June 10th, 2017 

We are giving away a 5,000wongiftcertificate to one person who participates in the event

by random selection. The winners will be posted in The pukyong Herald magazine volume 136, which

is going to be published in June, 2017. 

Take a picture of the QR Code to access 
‘The Pukyong Herald’

www.facebook.com/pkherald

Song Young-hwan (Department of Control & Instrumentation Engineering, 11)

Congratulations, Vol.134 summer!
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